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Government and Politics



Essential question for this unit

● What is the role of the people in 
Government?



Review Right to Vote
● History of the Vote 
● Universal criteria

○ citizenship, residence and age
● MN voting eligibility requirements
● Registration process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ar7r5aG_B0Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ar7r5aG_B0Y


Voting Trends

● Voting is one of the ways individuals can 
affect public policy. By doing so they are 
fulfilling one of the most important 
responsibilities of citizenship!



Voter turnout in the United States

Quick numbers
● Election Day 2012 = 56.5 % voted

○ more than 102 million persons nonvoting!
● 2010 off-year elections - congressional 

elections held in the even-numbered 
years between elections = 42%



This graph is based on the U.S. population aged 18 and over. What can you 
conclude about voter turnout in presidential as opposed to off-year elections 
from this graph?





Where does Minnesota rank?



● ballot fatigue - the farther down the 
ballot an office is, the fewer the 
number of votes that will be cast for it

● Mandatory voting?! Should you be forced to 
vote
○ what do you think?
○ What do other countries think?

Voter turnout issues

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzTtsIf43WY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzTtsIf43WY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzTtsIf43WY
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/22-countries-voting-mandatory/
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/22-countries-voting-mandatory/


Why people do not vote
● Why so many nonvoters? 

● Why, even in a presidential election, is there 
only half the population participating?

● What do you think are the reasons?



Why people do not vote
● Possible reasons (tends to be a combo of factors)

○ cannot vote: ex. resident aliens)
○ actual nonvoters: various reasons such as no 

sense of political efficacy - feeling that you 
can influence politics)

○ Time-Zone Fallout and Other Factors: such as 
long lines at polling places

○ Comparing Voters and Nonvoters 





Influences on voters and voting behavior
● How do those who do vote behave? What prompts many 

to vote most often for Republicans and many others to 
support the Democratic Party? 

● Studying voter behavior
○ political socialization - the process by which 

people gain their political attitudes and 
opinions

○ Video - political socialization

https://youtu.be/1ZTnRWbdszs


Political Socialization



Rock the Vote is a nonpartisan organization that uses music, popular culture, 
and technology to engage young people and involve them in the political 
process.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rijpU5yD55I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rijpU5yD55I


Using data from past elections, you can draw conclusions of the 
American voter in terms of a number of sociological factors. Each voter 
tends to posses more than one.

• Income and Occupation
• Education
• Gender, Age
• Religion, Ethnic Background
• Geography
• Population Shifts
• Family and Other Groups

Sociological factors and political attitudes



This exit poll categorizes voters based on income and education. According to 
the text, did the actual vote reflect this preliminary data? Explain.



There are factors beyond sociological impacting a person’s 
attitudes. You must also take into account a number of 
psychological factors. That is, you must look at the voters’ 
perceptions of politics: how they see and react to the parties, the 
candidates, and the issues in an election.

• Party Identification
• Candidates and Issues

Psychological factors and political attitudes



Family is a big factor in how a person tends to vote. Statistics show that this 
baby will likely vote Democratic upon turning 18.



The voting process
● A precinct is a voting district. Where do I vote?

● A polling place—the place where the voters actually vote 
in/near a precinct.

● Increase in early voting
○ absentee voting - process by which citizens could 

vote without going to their polling places on 
election day

Precincts, Polling Places and Ballots

http://pollfinder.sos.state.mn.us/


The voting process
● Help America Vote Act of 2002 - is a federal program 

that reformed aspects of the United States election system 
after the 2000 election issues.
○ Democratic government cannot possibly hope to succeed 

unless its elections are free, honest and accurate. Making 
sure the administration of election is effective is crucial to 
government success

Precincts, Polling Places and Ballots



A Maryland voter casts her ballot ten days before election day. By 2013, thirty-
two States allowed early voting, some as much as six weeks early.



Sample Ballots



Review/Reflection
● Review voting trends, process and political socialization


